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ClusterBook is an interface that allows dual access to a document collection by combining a hierarchic, structural view, based on clustering the collection, with a linear view, based on ranking the collection relative to a query.

The user can explore the collection by using the structure to:

• browse the clusters of interest, looking for particular documents, or explore the information space
• become familiar with the collection, with its concepts and vocabulary
• disambiguate terms and concepts, based on the context
• assess the relevance of documents, based on the context

The retrieval strategies supported by ClusterBook are:

• **best-match search** - the system returns in the ranked view panel a list of documents ranked according to the expected relevance to the user's query
• **browsing the structured collection** - in the overview panel. The starting point can be a cluster or a document identified by a search, or simply the root of the hierarchy (tree). The user can expand branches of interest, looking for more detail, or can collapse branches that look un-interesting, in order to reduce the information load and better use the display.
• **cluster-based searching** - the system returns in the ranked view panel a list of clusters that best match the user's query and also highlights them in the overview panel. From a cluster selected as a starting point, the user can choose to perform a top-down, bottom-up or horizontal search. The default search is top-down, from the top of the hierarchy.

The user can not only choose among these strategies, but also combine them. For example, interesting documents found by a best-match search can be starting points for bottom-up cluster based searches. Also, a cluster identified by a cluster-based search can have its documents ranked by a best-match search. At any point, the user can explore in detail a cluster or document of interest in the local view panel.

The interface supports the user in integrating the two views of a document collection, hierarchical and linear, by highlighting in the overview panel documents selected by the user in the ranked view panel and vice-versa. Supposing the user employs best-match searching in order to identify documents relevant for an information need, the distribution of these documents in the overview will indicate 'hot spots' of relevant documents and will encourage the user to explore these spots by browsing and, possibly, cluster-based searching.

ClusterBook is an alternative front-end to the WebCluster system [2], as the user's exploration of a collection and the formulation and refinement of an information need can be a first step in a mediated access session to a heterogeneous collection [1].

ClusterBook can also be used as a research tool. An IR researcher can use it to visually verify the cluster hypothesis, by observing the distribution of relevant documents in the cluster structure or the distribution of the documents of a cluster in the ranked list of hits. Work with test collections is supported by colour-coding relevance judgements.
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